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It will l)e remembered tliat under the first heading in

our brief (pp. 17-38) we made the point that the instruc-

tions of the Court there under consideration wei'e sus-

tained by the fact that the under deck cargo was an actual

total loss, and even if it had not been an actual total loss,

the evidence was still sufficient to warrant tlie instruction

because it would at least warrant a finding of a constructive

total loss.



This latter i)Ositioii is now assailed hx appellant. In

the first place, he shows great concern about the thtoiy

upon which he alleges the respondent tried the case in the

lower court, and with an interesting assurance asserts that

when the coni])laint was drawn the i)leader never had in

mind a constructive total loss, and that such a theory never

was suggested until our brief on ap])eal was written.

Now, if this were true, and we shall jnesently indicate

why it is not. we do not think tliis Court is at all concerned

with the fact. The only question to be determined is, can

the instruction of the Court be sustained under the law.

What ever theories counsel may have, the Court gives its

instructions upon its own theory of the law, often reject-

ing the theories of both counsel as embodied in their ]in)-

posed instructions.

But we are not at fault if, as is often the case, api>ellant

was so blindly wedded to one idea as to be unable to com-

))rehend the full sco])e of his case. When he says that the

theorj' of a consti'uctive total loss was never suggested

until our brief was written, he ignores the indisi)utable

evidence to the contrary, viz, our proof, made at the trial,

of an abandonment. Trans, pp. 6.3, 64. It is true, apj^el-

lant says "this evidence did not establish an abandon-

ment" (Reply Brief p. 10), but whether it did or not, it

is conclusive of the fact that respondent, conceived before

sidt brought and developed at thii- truil, the theoiy that he

could and would fortify himself with the double claim of

a constructive as well as an actual total loss—before suit

brought by making the abandonment, at the trial by i)rov-

ing it.



But, says, ajiiJellaut, the facts of the ease do not bring

it within the provisions of section 2717 C. C. permitting

an abandonuieut, and if it did, there is no proof of an

abandonment. On both these contentions he is driven into

a very narrow corner. We are i)erfeetly content to rest

the (luestion, as to whether or not the facts, as set out in

our brief (pp. 26-38), are such as would warrant an aban-

donment under Sec. 2717 C. C. As to the proof of the

abandonment, we said (p. 30) "In the case at bar the

" abandonment to the insurance comi^any is conceded."

Now appellant says there is no such concession and no

proof. But does he sincerely believe that he can in that

way dispose of the testimony of Mr. Davis, General Man-

ager of the com])any, who when asked "Did this company

" subsequently make an abandonment of this cargo to

" you?" and is shown a pajier, replies, "I do not know

" whether that is the paper or not, hut yon served am,

" ah(i)idoii})ient mi us, which was returned and not ac-

" cepted"?

It is said it does not appear the paper referred to,

either in form or substance met the requirements of the

Code, and that its rejection might have been for that rea-

son. Tlije conclusive reply is that if it was rejected for

any such reason, it lay with the insurance company to

prove it. The statement of the witness that an abandon-

ment ivas sei-ved, carries with it an implication that it was

in due form, sufficient to make a prima facie case, and the

burden is on the insurer to show it was not. The fact

that it was not accepted, can not avail appellant, for an

acceptance is not necessary to our rights (C. C. §2727)

and the refusal does not affect them {C. C. §2731). Be-



sides the witness further said that he tliought the chiim
]

was just and should be paid, thus indicating that the
"

rejection was a mere fonnality.
j

But, it is further to be observed, that the provisions
;

of the Code resjjecting abandonment to which appellant
|

refers, are but a reiteration of the common law upon the

subject, and that the Code also provides that an " abandon /t.^>-.-^

" is made by giving notice thereof to the insurer, which

" may be done oniUi/, or in writing" (§2721).
j

This in itself, indicates that there is no stringent form-
,

aiit;^' required. And so the authorities indicate. Mr. Joyce

says

:

.

"We deduce from an examination of the cases that
|

the question rests upon the intention and under-

standing of the jiarties with respect to an abandon-
j

ment. The true rule seems to be this, that if it
|

clearly ajipears fi'om the facts, circumstances,

grounds, and reasons uyion which the assured pro-

ceeds, and from the charactei- and terms of the de-
i

niand or claim, that assured clearly intends to aban-
(

don, and such intention is so evident that it must have
i

been so undei-stood or if so understood by the as-

surers, the claim for a total loss ivill imply an abandon^ i

ment, even though it is not formallg and in terms ex-

pressed" 4 Joyce, p. 2919.
j

In this the author is su])ported by the Circuit Court

of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, {Ins. Co. v. Johnson, 70 Fed.
j

796), where it was not only said that
i

"All that is necessary is that the intention to

abandon shall be made clear enough fully to advise
I

the underwriter that the vessel is turned over to him I

for the purpose",

but it was further held that even if the abandonment was
j

objectionable because of the indefiniteness of a reservation !



of title therein eoutained, the rejection having been ab-

solute, it was a waiver of the objection as to form.

We do not overlook the additional fact in that case, that

the abandonment contained "an invitation to object to

" the form of abandonment if unsatisfactory ", but we

do not think that material so far as concerns the legal

princii)al upon which the ruling is based. That principle

is akin to the one urged on pp. 74, 75 of our original

brief, viz : that a general objection is a waiver of specific

defects in proofs of loss. (See cases cited in Ins. Co. v.

Johnson above).

In the case at bar, the language of the witness leaves

no doubt, but that he understood that it was the inten-

tion of assured to abandon, and hence we deem the evi-

dence sufficient.

II.

We desire further to call attention to one or two com-

ments by appellant upon the cases cited by us. We
deem the principles laid down in Monroe v. Br. d For. Ins.

Co. as applied to the particular facts of this case, as con-

clusive in our favor of the propriety of the instructions

complained of. It is, however, said that the Monroe case

holds "that testimony that the salvors refused to give up

" the salved cargo is too general to constitute proof that

" due diligence was used", brief pp. 7 and 8.

Perhaps so, but it seems incredible that appellant sees

no more in this record than, as in the Monroe case, the bare

statement of one witness "unsupported by detail". On



pages 6 to 10 both inclusive of our original brief we have

attempted to outline some of the facts pertinent to this

question. In the same connection appellant says: "It

' is also pointed out in that case that where a part of

' the cargo arrives at its destination a total loss cannot

' be claimed". But is that so? The language of the court

is as follows : "As part of the cattle arrived at Berken-

' head, an absolute total loss cannot be made out, unless

' as already said, the plaintiff shows that the underwrit-

' ers directed an unauthorized sale, or that, irith dtie

' diligence, lie could not have clischarged the claim of the

' salvors, and thus secured the remnants of the consign-

' raent. On ini])ortant elements making essential parts of

' this proposition, he has failed to furnish any proofs;

' and on tliat account", etc.

In passing let us also notice among other expressions the

following, showing a marked difference in the facts of the

two cases. The court says: "The further proposition,

" that the sale was a legal or physical necessity, is also in-

" effectual; because, the record fails to show that there

" was not sufficient time and opportunity to discharge the

" lien of the salvors, and take possession of the cattle,

" before the time of any neo(\ssary sale cmUd arrive.

" In this respect the conditions were essentially unlike

" those which ajipeared in Bondrett r. Heutif///, Holt,

" N. P. 149, where the goods were stolen on a barbarous

" coast; for, in the cases at bar the coitrts and latns Wire

" in the same full vigor uhen the property arrived as

" in the United States; and presumably the consignees

" liad opportunity for enforcing all legal rights" pp. 790-

91.



It is scarcely necessary to point out to this court, that

in the present case the record shows that the vessel was

lying in a dangerous position, that there were no courts

and laws in vigor save the one to which the parties ap-

pealed, and who decided in favor of the salvors—Capt.

Tuttle—let alone the unfortunate illness of their agent,

loss of his funds, and absolute lack of means of raising

money, in what was then, to all intents and purposes "a

barbarous coast".

In considering the Monroe case, it must not be forgotten,

that the policy there considei'ed was against absolute total

loss only (p. 778). Hence it is inapplicable to the ques-

tions we raise in our case of a constructive total loss.

A]i]>ellant also attempts to distinguish the Bondrett case

by the suggestion that there the goods were "wrecked

" upon a foreign shore and were destroyed by the foreign

" inhabitants resident there" while "In the case at bar

" the goods were not wrecked upon a foreign shore and

" were not destroyed. They remained on board the ship

" and while thereon were toned to tlie port of destination

" and arrived i)i specie". But appellant has overlooked

the fact that in the Bondrett case the "foreign shore"

ui)on which he lays such stress was also the port of destin-

ation, and that some of the goods a-eni' saved there and

got OH shore, and were aftei-wards iilundered by the

natives. Hence, part of them also "arrived in specie".

Neither do we concede that in the case at bar the cargo

arrived in specie at the port of destination, within the

meaning of that term as applied to the insurance contract,

for as already pointed out, the insurance did not cease on



dropping anchor as in the ordinaiy insurance between

named ports, but ran "until 30 days after arrival at port

" of destination", and before that time had expired, the

whole transaction had culminated.

We deem it unnecessary to refer to the other matters

touched on in the reply of appellant, because we feel

that they are amply treated in our original brief.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathan H. Frank,

Attorney for Defendant in Error.


